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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a cohesive summary of existing emergency response systems. We investigate and integrate principles, theories, and practices from four diverse, yet related, fields of knowledge with respect to information representation and decision support capability requirements for emergency planning and response (EPR) systems. This enables the cooperation between constituent agencies (e.g., fire, police and medical) and surrounding municipalities which operate using assorted decision support protocols, system architectures, networking strategies and along different levels of data security needs. Based upon our investigation, we have built a service architectural framework for providing and disseminating an integrated platform of knowledge capable of being used as intelligent interconnects between distributed EPR systems. Such a framework can support affordable integration for municipalities of all sizes, in particular smaller municipalities that often cannot afford costly off-the-shelf software solutions consisting of proprietary logic and requiring extensive customization and support cost. We also present a prototype web service based implementation and summarize the limitations of such an approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Infrastructure elements for Emergency Response (ER) have had limited success in the area of coordinated response due to inadequate, insecure, and incompatible training tools and information technologies. Despite the advances in technologies, emergency response agencies have been unable to achieve a seamless integration of local, state, and/or federal information management systems to create a coherent interconnected network. The intent of WHISPER (Web-inspired, Hierarchical Integration of Secure and Private Emergency Resource (WHISPER) Knowledge Networks) is to develop and demonstrate a prototype framework for the fusion and dissemination of both real-time and stored information; development of knowledge-based system technologies; and integrating these within planning, scheduling and resource management strategies. Our research effort is an attempt to explore, evaluate and customize and support cost. We also present a prototype web service based implementation and summarize the limitations of such an approach.
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design techniques available today do not effectively contend with the needs of such large-scale distributed systems. Hence WHISPER attempts to investigate different facets of information integration and fusion phenomena with the goal of fusing together information from a wide variety of heterogeneous sources in a way that unifies and distills the combined information. The following five core principles highlight the design philosophies that drive the architectural development of WHISPER: balanced, yet open; collaborative, yet modular; controlled, yet evolutionary; synchronized, yet scalable; and user-centered, yet responsive. These core principles provide a scalable solution that allows the emergency response agencies to respond effectively.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides an overview of various ERP systems and available techniques in various areas (planning and scheduling, artificial intelligence, distributed computing and web services) that can be leveraged for developing effective integration mechanisms. Section III provides a brief analysis of the problem scope and various functional needs. Section IV presents the design and development of the prototype implementation. Section V concludes the paper.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. EPR Systems

A vast amount of research on planning, scheduling, dispatching, human/computer interfaces, distributed computing and artificial intelligence has been conducted over the past few decades. It would be very difficult to summarize all of this literature within the span of several pages. Consequently, we will focus primarily upon research related to our work and not delve into comparing and contrasting specific research works and/or solution frameworks.

Within the areas of planning and scheduling, Dai, et al. studies the combinatorial characteristics of the scheduling problem within emergency systems [12]. Goldberg, et al. investigate the problem of optimizing the location of emergency response vehicles subject to stochastic travel times, unequal vehicle utilizations, various call types, and service times that depend on call location [24]. Hatono, et al. proposes a cooperative scheduling protocol and dispatching algorithm for distributed real-time scheduling of emergency jobs [22]. Kitchen discusses urban terrorism and, in particular, the planning and response strategies adopted by the city of Manchester, England following a terrorist (bomb) attack in 1996 [63]. In [64-66], the authors address workflow design issues for EPR systems.

Within the areas of artificial intelligence and information/data representation, Wilson, et al. use artificial intelligence, in the form of an expert system, to improve the quality of dispatch information in emergency situations involving dangerous materials [10]. Shively employs an ecological task analysis (ETA) approach to develop an improved GUI-based display for a police dispatch center [27]. Zografos, et al. study on-board computer technology and mobile data terminals and find them to be technologically feasible and operationally effective [34].

Within the area of emergency dispatching, Weintraub, et al. study the problem of assigning and routing emergency repair service vehicles for a Chilean electric company using heuristic algorithms [2]. Cameron and Schultz evaluate GPS (global positioning system) and GIS (geographic information system) technologies as applied to emergency dispatching and location [41]. Rhodenizer, et al. utilizes data from real emergencies to study the breakdowns in communication between dispatchers and policies to develop improved strategies [40]. Nathanail proposes a methodology to evaluate alternative dispatching policies for emergency vehicles [54]. Shibuya, et al. studies an emergency vehicle preemption system using two-way communication functionality based on an infrared beacon to re-route vehicles [52].

Several EPR software systems are commercially available, such as Blue292 (www.blue292.com), EM2000 (www.cx2tech.com), Incident Master (www.essential-technologies.com), LEADERS, WebEOC (www.es911.com) and RESPONSE (www.earenfro.com). A government study [1] finds that there is no “best” system and no “perfect” fit; rather the best product for a particular agency is based upon considerations such as budget, system environment, scale and sophistication of operation, and discipline to implement. However, when multiple agencies and municipalities are involved, the problem becomes much more complex due to interoperability issues between disparate system architectures. Extensive customization would be necessary to solve such interoperability problems. In addition, off-the-shelf solutions rely on proprietary intelligence that, in turn, renders their underlying logic as secretive and hence not readily “inter-operable” for addressing needs at another agency.

B. Literature from Other Related Applications

In addition to the above papers that deal specifically with EPR system applications of theory, many useful papers focus on general-purpose applications. These come from research in the areas of distributed computing and artificial intelligence.

B.1. Related Distributed Computing Research

Within the general area of distributed computing, various papers focus on agent-based techniques for resolving resource-based conflicts [8,14,15,25,26,28,29,30,31,32,47,51,55]. Such conflicts would be expected to occur in complex EPR systems. Additionally, various papers focus on distributed databases [21,44] which have similar data transportation and consistency needs in comparison to our framework. Additional distributed computing papers on data transport and sharing include message passing schemes [18,19], Remote Procedure Calls and Remote Method Invocation [5,20,21,38,42,56], and distributed shared memory [3,11,17,36,48,49,50,53]. Likewise, the work on distributed file systems [6,7,35,37,43] mirror the needs in our framework for distributed cache management. Also, papers on systems that use the Object Exchange Model (OEM) [57-62] are similar in that we are using the OEM format to combine heterogeneous information sources. OEM serves as the basic data model in numerous projects of the Stanford University Database Group, including Tsimmis, Lore, and C3.

B.2. Related Artificial Intelligence Research

Within the general area of artificial intelligence, Yen discusses distributed artificial intelligence as a new approach to solve scheduling problems by using a set of scheduling systems that mutually interact using agents [4]. Other papers focus on adaptive learning concepts [9,13,16,23,33,39], several of which are discussed in conjunction with agent-based techniques. This knowledge may be useful to embed as logic within EPR systems. Within the general area of scheduling and planning, Richard, et al. employ Petri nets as an approach to generalize the formulation of the scheduling problem [46]. Prosser and Buchanan survey the evolution of intelligent scheduling systems and comment upon future directions [45].

C. Literature Survey Summary

In conclusion, various research papers have applied theoretical concepts from the fields of scheduling, distributed computing and artificial intelligence to emergency planning/response systems and homeland security issues. Most of these efforts have taken the form of applying a specific concept (e.g., Petri nets) to a specific situation (e.g., chemical/biological weapon attack). However, no research was found that integrated knowledge across multiple fields into a single integrated platform capable of intelligently planning and dispatching emergency resources across multiple agencies and municipalities on a proactive and reactive basis. Thus, it would be unwieldy to use theory in its current format to facilitate the development of a broad-based EPR system capable of tying together disparate systems from various agencies and municipalities into a unified system for intelligent decision making. Moreover, existing off-the-shelf solutions for similar software systems require extensive customization to accommodate different agency and municipality system architectures and data security needs. To resolve these
shortcomings, it is necessary to merge existing theory into a unified knowledge framework that can be used to design and develop a system “from the ground up” in conjunction with EPR agencies and third-party software systems companies.

Thus, WHISPER deals with planning, scheduling, dispatching, human/computer interfaces, distributed computing, artificial intelligence, and data integration. WHISPER is an effort to deal with the issues of data consistency and integration in a distributed computing environment.

III. Problem Scope of Investigation

It was noted that commercially available packages suffered from a common problem – lack of interoperability. Individual agencies have data stored in various formats on dissimilar architectures, and no mechanisms were in existence currently to link these diverse databases. That is, a software system that works for the police department may not work for the fire or ambulance center. Consequently, agencies have little initiative to either plan or to operate collaboratively. Another key finding was that most commercially available emergency management software (e.g., Blue292, WebEOC, etc.) is expensive, often prohibitively expensive for smaller counties and towns. It was observed that:

1. Existing research, principles, and practices in distributed computing can be leveraged to address how current systems involving multiple agencies and multiple counties can be integrated. Ideally, such a solution would permit retaining existing systems and tying their disparate architectures and security needs together using a common, higher layer of structure.

2. Existing research, principles, and practices in scheduling and its existing algorithms and heuristics can be applied to optimize the efficiency and effectiveness of emergency planning and response activities. After all, the problem an be reduced to scheduling in manufacturing environments: i.e. finding the best way to assign resources (view machines as emergency responders and equipment) to jobs (here emergency events) on either a proactive or reactive basis, given that resource availability can be a hard or soft constraint (e.g., soft implies that a resource borrowing from adjacent municipalities becomes possible).

3. Existing research, principles, and practices in artificial intelligence can be applied to the intelligence required within (inter-agency and inter-municipality) emergency

Figure 1. WHISPER Architecture
planning/response systems. In particular, these systems can be made to learn and to adapt while dynamically modifying their rule sets and logic along the way.

4. Existing research, principles, and practices in human-computer interaction can be applied to information visualization, interaction, and communication needs of emergency planning and response activities. In other words, personnel should be able to use the computer systems via an efficient user interface to monitor and evaluate the emergency response activities, and use the interface to communicate emergency planning decisions among agencies.

With the above observations, we have prototyped a service-integrated system with an emerging technology - Web Services. The key focus is the design of an efficient and expandable system architecture. Efficient system architecture comprises two design issues; (i) database design and, (ii) optimal extraction of unified data from the databases. Prototype data necessary for three emergency services (fire, police and E911) have been collected from their respective sources.

IV. DESIGN CHALLENGES

The general system structure is presented in Figure 1. The challenge was to integrate the best-of-bread technologies into a culpable framework that can be effectively distributed across agencies. The proposed software architectural framework is represented in Figure 2. As shown, the local service layer consists of the following four sub-layers (not including the data repository) which interact with the local data repository of a participating agency. It also interfaces with the unified view layers to transport the information in a robust, secure, efficient, consistent, and timely manner. The technologies that we will use to build this layer of the WHISPER framework primarily come from the discipline of distributed computing. Table 1 summarizes the differences between two possible implementation options (Java servlets versus .NET) identified for the implementation.

A. Functional Requirements

WHISPER is an ongoing research and development effort. Salient research and development challenges that WHISPER aspires to address include the following:

1. Information sharing: Current approaches to coordination between different agencies suffer from the problem that information on resource availability is neither current nor accurate; and critical issues that are known to one agency are not easily known to others involved in emergency incidents. Sharing information is the key component of the coordination needed to make life-saving decisions during emergency response activities. Shared information must be readily available, accurate, and timely. WHISPER will therefore develop technologies that enable the robust and efficient transportation of information from distributed sources that is necessary for sharing information among cooperating emergency response activities.
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agencies so that they may make the best possible decisions.

2. Information security. The need for security in distributed EPR systems is obvious, particularly in light of the sensitive nature of emergency response information. The security needs for each agency may vary widely, however, and determining the security capabilities based upon the interaction between agencies can be complex. This complexity may therefore cause agencies to implement security policies that are either too restrictive or too weak. Moreover, this complexity may affect the overall performance of the underlying software infrastructure since elaborate and intricate security checks must be done when accessing information. Our prior work in emergency response systems indicates that each individual agency will have unique informational requirements based upon when that agency needs to see the information and at what detail. Based on these requirements, we will devise automated and dynamic generation and publication of customized security proxies based upon the informational needs and dependencies among agencies to provide added security and improved performance of our security mechanisms, and the proxies will be able to provide the appropriate security and improve performance by taking advantage of relaxed consistency policies when managing the unified views of information. We will investigate automated methods of disseminating information among the agencies based upon the agencies’ informational requirements, including the detail of information and the temporal constraints needed for timely delivery.

Table 1. Implementation Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) &amp; Middleware</th>
<th>EDI &amp; Web Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>Compatible only in developed environment</td>
<td>Highly compatible as accessed through browsers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Network cost, Connection cost, Middleware cost, Integration cost, Labor Cost</td>
<td>Internet connectivity cost, Labor Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Description</td>
<td>Low, because of high network cost incurred</td>
<td>High. Self descriptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributive</td>
<td>Not highly distributive. Map times increases</td>
<td>Highly Distributive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>Requires high encryption</td>
<td>Requires less encryption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Global consistency and interoperability: To coordinate the emergency response effort, agencies must be able to agree on many details that make up the state of an emergency, including what the emergency is, how severe it is, where it is occurring, what personnel are available and where they are located, which personnel have the necessary skills for this emergency, what equipment is available, where the equipment is located, etc. Constructing such globally consistent views of the emergency event is hard for two reasons: (a) the state of the emergency is constantly changing and (b) the information is distributed piecemeal across geographically distant agencies having incompatible software systems. WHISPER will therefore develop technologies that provide globally consistent unified views of an emergency response activity.

4. Visualizing Information presentation and interface uniformity: Although decisions must be made quickly during emergency response activities, quick decision making can be hampered by the sheer volume of information that EPR personnel must consider. Simplified readouts with graphical representations and information represented as sound can help reduce the amount of time it takes for personnel to evaluate pertinent information. WHISPER will therefore integrate advances in HCI to create simple, yet informative, computer visualizations of emergency information.

5. Decision support: The large amount of information that emergency response personnel must process, aggregate, review, and filter to make timely decisions can be overwhelming, and such a flood of information can introduce errors in the decision making process. Work in other fields where computers assist personnel by processing information and suggesting courses of action has had significant success in speeding up decision time and reducing errors. WHISPER will therefore allow the development of decision-support software to aid EPR personnel in their decision making by suggesting possible courses of action or warning personnel of possibly dangerous situations that may be beyond the scope of the particular agency’s purview. The main functional requirement is to create an information integration tool. This should include emergency agencies such as fire stations and unified agencies that combine all relevant emergency agencies.

B. Design Architecture

The architecture of WHISPER can be described in three major component layers that are designed to meet the functional requirements: the emergency planning and activations layer, the unified ERA view layer, and the local service layer.

B.1. Emergency Planning and Activations

The goals of the emergency planning and activations layer is to present ERA data in a coherent manner and to maximize the benefit of sharing ERA data among cooperating entities. To those ends, we have identified the following sublayers. (i) Emergency responder user interface. (ii) Global scheduling and planning operations
manager, and, (iii) Scenario-based simulation and training. Presently, the last two sublayers do not exist in the current prototype. The user interface provides real-time details on status and availability various emergency resources.

B.2. Unified ERA view

The goal of the unified ERA view layer is to present a unified data model to the upper layer components. This layer consists of the following sublayers for constructing the model.

Unified global ERA views. This sublayer contains the data processing components that present a global unified data model to the components in the emergency planning and activations layer. Components in this sublayer collect the data from local unified ERA views, and map the data in a standard schema. We use a derivation of the RDF markup and RDFS schema languages to describe our mappings, and a pattern matching language developed in-house to automate the mapping process.

Unified Local ERA views. This sublayer contains the data processing components that present a local unified data model that represents regional data to the components in the unified global ERA views. Components in this sublayer collect the data from local service layers of individual agencies and map the data in a standard schema using definition from the mapping sublayer below. As with the unified global ERA views, we use a derivation of the RDF markup and RDFS schema languages to describe our mappings, and a pattern matching language developed in-house to automate the mapping process.

B.3. Local Service Layer

The local service layer transports data from the local agencies to the local unified ERA view. To this end, we have implemented the following sublayers.

B.4. Transport sublayer

The transport sublayer reliably transports the information from the local repository to unified views in a reliable, efficient, and secure manner, and authenticates the source of the information. We are currently investigating the use of web services for data transport. Web services seems particularly promising for this project because of its ability to integrate heterogeneous software and hardware systems via standardized web-based protocols, and for its ability to locate services in distributed environments. To implement the framework at this sublayer, we use lessons learned from distributed databases, distributed shared memory, networking, and network security, as well as web services. This module parses updates received from the DataManager to create an Object Exchange Model (OEM) object.

B.5. Mapping sublayer

The mapping sublayer (DataManager) provides the tools for new agencies to define how the information from each agency maps into unified views. Additionally, the unified view layer can query the mapping sublayer to obtain these definitions when the unified view layer needs to map the agencies’ information into the unified view information cache. To implement the framework at this sublayer, we use lessons learned from web computing, semi-structured data management, and techniques and models for unifying web data.

This module is notified whenever there is a change in the emergency service database. It serves as the control center of the emergency service part of the system. It first retrieves the updates from the emergency service database. Then, this module sends the updates to the Transport module. It also gets the updates back from the Transport module in the form of OEM Objects. Then, it sends the OEM Objects to the Consistency module and gets the objects back when the consistency module decides it is time to send the updates. The DataManager sends the OEM object updates to the differences class when the updates are ready to be sent, which in turn inspects each OEM object and decides whether the unified view needs this information. The reason the unified view might not need the information is because either it is unimportant in the unified view, or more likely, the unified view already has this information and does not require any updates. If required, it sends the OEM object differences back to the DataManager to be exported. The Data Manager finally sends the updates in the form of OEM Objects to the Unified View.

B.6. Export sublayer

The export sublayer provides the software to retrieve updated data from the local agency's data repository and provide it in a canonical form to the upper layers. Additionally, this sublayer may interact with the consistency sublayer (described below), to provide copies of local information for consistency management. In the current prototype implementation, due to the relatively small nature of the prototype application, we have merged the export layer with the transport layer for the implementation. To implement the framework at this sublayer, we use
lessons learned from web computing, semi-structured data management, and techniques for modeling web data. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

In the future, we plan to leverage the adapter and translator capabilities similar to the Open Tool Integration Framework to automate the export and import of data between layers and tools.

B.7. Consistency sublayer
The consistency sublayer provides the software to manage what data has been updated, who needs that information, and how that data should be transported to the unified view layer (via the transport sublayer). To implement the framework at this sublayer, we use lessons learned from distributed databases, distributed shared memory, and web caching.

This module tells the system where and when to send the OEM Object updates. The current implementation uses the “eager” consistency mechanism, which means that updates are sent immediately. Also, since WHISPER has only one unified view, there is only one place to send the updates. The consistency module is simple for this implementation, but the framework is provided to make it more complex by adding multiple consistency mechanisms or unified views. There are three reasons to use a consistency module. This project will eventually be expanded to having the emergency services and global view separated by a Wide Area Network (WAN). One goal of a Consistency model is to reduce the number of messages. The second reason is to add authorization security measures. When we are sending updates to several unified views, we need to make sure that they are the only ones that get the updates and that they only get the information they are authorized for. The third reason is robustness. We will be able to recover gracefully when messages and data are not received or sent properly with a consistency module.

V. Prototype Design

The goal of the WHISPER is to allow each emergency agency to efficiently integrate their databases at minimal cost and effort. It allows the integration of an agency’s existing data repository that has its own statistical data, including resource availability, resource description, and other emergency information, into one or more unified views. Each unified view contains a data repository holding combined information from each emergency agency. WHISPER ensures that the combined information is consistent, readily available, and updated in a timely manner. Additionally, given that WHISPER will be built on top of the agencies’ existing databases that store their information in various types of data repositories such as relational databases, spreadsheets, and text files, that have varying database schemas, even for similar information, WHISPER resolves discrepancies between the different data sources in order to combine them for the unified view.

The interface for each emergency resource (entity) serves two purposes. The first purpose is for the user to be able to change a resource’s availability and current location. The second is for the user to be able to add a new resource to their database. A sample screen shot for web service interfaces for the fire service is shown in Figure 4.

A. Unified Views
WHISPER users can choose the type of service they want to monitor. Depending on the selection, they are redirected to the corresponding data view. When selected, all the information that is stored in the unified cache appears. The displayed information in the unified view contains all the details that correspond to the type of service it provides. To enable this feature a Timer variable was set which will update the information regularly. The timer is initially set to a default value of ‘5 minutes’. A user can change the timer variable as needed. At the end of each interval an updated Unified view is displayed. For example, the unified view for Fire Service (Figure 5) contains all the necessary information that is required by a higher command. This data helps the command to keep track of the fire truck and crew attributes. The attributes include crew, availability of vehicle, availability of the crew on the truck, current location of the fire truck and fire station details. Users can find the details of the truck type by clicking on the Truck_Type_ID. To look into the station details of that particular truck, a user can click on Station_ID. Crew information on the specified truck at a specific point of time can be tracked by clicking on Crew_ID.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

Several implementation considerations need to be accounted for. Specifically, the overall performance of Web Services depends on application logic, network, and most importantly on underlying messaging and transport protocols, such as SOAP and HTTP. Some observed limitations include:

1. The SOAP protocol is still maturing and has many of performance and scalability problems.
2. The SOAP protocol uses a multi-step process to complete a communication cycle.
3. The Web Services currently rely on transport protocols such as HTTP, which are inherently stateless and follow a best-effort delivery mechanism. It does not guarantee whether the message is delivered to the destination. Application performance might suffer or might appear unreliable.
4. The SOAP request begins with the business logic of your application learning the method and parameter to call from a Web Services Description Language (WSDL) document. This whole process is a time-consuming one, which requires various levels of XML parsing and XML validation and hence hits the performance of the Web Service.
5. From a stability perspective, Web Services are still nascent and not necessarily good for scalable parallel architectures.
6. For interoperability, both platforms should have similar class hierarchy.
7. Building scalable systems is expensive, and may cause smaller companies to defer this requirement. Also, this becomes an infrastructure issue for companies that deploy Web Services within their enterprise.
8. Building fault-tolerant systems for highly available Web Services is expensive.
9. Inability to understand and translate the semantics of information being exchanged.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While service oriented architectures hold vast potential for helping create diversified, agile programs to synergistically function together to solve complex problems, implementing effective communication mechanisms is still a difficult problem. Incorporating detailed semantic descriptions is a key factor in locating and retrieving related objects/services on the Web. Normally this is addressed by developing ontologies. However, the appropriate level of granularity, coarse-grained versus fine-grained ontologies is often what distinguishes the success of a retrieval process. While coarse-grained ontology descriptions are easily created, their vague descriptions make it difficult for ‘exact’ searches. On the other hand, fine-grained ontologies are expensive and much harder to create. However, their more detailed information elements make it easier for a service discovery process. Current research in this direction is attempting to find a trade-off between necessary detail versus performance cost trade-offs. One possible approach is taken by the INFRAWEBS project [67], which attempts to use similarity-based reasoning to locate possible matching services based on a vague ontology that covers a broad area of general functionality, while applying logic-based reasoning to elaborate logical definitions using highly precise ontologies that cover a smaller number of precise definitions thereby supporting more detailed discovery needs.

The intent of this paper is to develop and prototype a scalable architecture for the integration of several disjoint incident management systems and implement a prototype implementation based on web services. As identified there are several drawbacks in using service-oriented architectures, but it is a very promising avenue for large-scale implementation which is also supported by sustained efforts by various corporations and government sponsored projects.
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